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GIF Risk and Safety Working Group (RSWG)

• RSWG is a methodology working group established to 

provide a harmonized approach to safety assessment of all 

six Gen-IV systems

– Proposed safety principles, objectives, and attributes 

based on Gen-IV safety goals to inform R&D plans

– Developed the technology-neutral Integrated Safety 

Assessment Methodology (ISAM)

– Works closely with System Steering Committees (SSC) 

and consults other GIF methodology working groups 

and Task Force

– Interacts with regulators, IAEA, and other stakeholders
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RSWG Membership

• A mixture of designers and regulators from Canada, China, 

France, Japan, S. Africa, S. Korea, Russia, U.S., E.U., 

IAEA, and OECD/NEA

– Switzerland and U.K. representatives have been 

absent

• Currently with three co-chairs, each focusing on two Gen-

IV systems and coordinating the collaborations with 

respective SSCs

• Recent RSWG meetings in Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

U.S., and Beijing, China

• Next meeting in Paris on April 19-20, 2018
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Integrated Safety Assessment Methodology

• ISAM goals:

– Ensure a consistent approach to safety applied to all six systems

– Provide tools for entire cycle from concept development to 

licensing

– Improve understanding of safety-specific design vulnerabilities and 

the contributions to risk

• Based on a combination of probabilistic and deterministic perspectives 

to allow for a graded approach to technical issues of varying 

complexity and importance

– Identify vulnerabilities and relative contributions to risk

– Allow explicit characterization of uncertainties

– Support integration of multidisciplinary input

https://www.gen-4.org/gif/jcms/c_40426/
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ISAM Toolkit

• Qualitative Safety-features Review (QSR)

– A “check-list” as a preparatory step for qualitative but systematic 

means of ensuring that the design has desired safety attributes

• Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) development

– Generates ranked tables for identifying system and component 

vulnerabilities, and relative contributions to safety and risk

– Also helps to identify the gaps in knowledge base that require 

additional research and data for V&V

• Objective Provision Tree (OPT)

– A tool for identifying the provisions for prevention, or control and 

mitigation, of accidents that could potentially damage the reactor

– Complimentary to PIRT for selecting ”lines of protection” against 

the identified phenomena that impact the plant safety
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ISAM Toolkit (cont.)

• Deterministic and Phenomenological Analyses (DPA)

– Traditional safety analyses to assess the system’s response to 

known safety challenges and guide concept/design improvements

– Involves the use of conventional safety analysis codes and 

provides input to PSA

• Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA)

– Assures a broader coverage of the accident space

– Performed and iterated, beginning at the late pre-conceptual 

design phase, and continuing through the final design stages

– A structured means of providing answers to three basic questions:

» What can go wrong?

» How likely is it?

» What are the consequences?
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Ongoing RSWG activities

• RSWG reports (with contributions from SSCs) to date:

– White Papers on pilot application of ISAM

» Demonstrate applicability of ISAM as self-assessments for six 

Gen-IV systems

» Provide guidance on improving safety features based on 

implementation of ISAM

– Safety Assessment Reports for six Gen-IV systems

» SSC-led development with RSWG review

» Snapshot of high-level safety design attributes, challenges and 

remaining R&D needs

• Contributions to development of safety design criteria and guidelines 

for each system (see next slide)
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Hierarchy of Safety Standards
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Status of Ongoing RSWG Activities

White Paper on 

ISAM Implement.

System Safety 

Assessment

Safety Design 

Criteria/Guidelines

SFR Completed Completed SDC-Completed

SDG-Ongoing

VHTR Completed Pending RSWG

review

GIF is observing 

IAEA-CRP for SDC

LFR Completed Pending SSC 

update

SDC pending SSC 

update

SCWR Completed Pending RSWG 

review

GFR Completed Pending RSWG 

review

SDC pending RSWG 

review

MSR Pending SSC 

update

Under preparation 

by SSC
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RSWG Interactions with IAEA

• INPRO Methodology Review

– INPRO’s safety methodology for innovative reactors and fuel cycle 

facilities was reviewed and RSWG co-chair (Y. Okano) 

participated in a panel discussion on November 2016

– GIF suggestions on general points and specific technical points on 

INPRO’s safety approach

– Introduced examples of ISAM practical applications to GIF SFR 

system
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Planned RSWG activities

• Completion of joint reports with contributions from SSCs:

– MSR White Paper on pilot application of ISAM

– Safety Assessment Reports

• Continued engagement for development of Safety Design Criteria

• Joint subcommittee with PR&PP WG on safety/security interfaces

• Development of safety design criteria for MSR, SCWR and GFRs

• Hold GIF-ETTF Webinar, planned for Aug. 2018

• Update of “Basis for Safety Approach”

– Ten years after its first issuance in 2008

– Reflect the lessons learned from Fukushima accidents
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Questions?
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IAEA Coordinated Research Project on
HTGR Safety Design Criteria

Start: December 2014     End: December 2017

Participants:

• Last RCM held as "Cooperation between GIF and IAEA in Association 

with the CRP on Modular HTGR Safety Design" (6/19-23/2017)

– Attended by GIF RSWG and VHTR SSC representatives

• Two reference designs (prismatic and pebble) are considered

• Initial emphasis on the LEU fuel and a steam cycle plant, but alternative 

fuel, gas turbine, and process heat configurations are also considered

• Two approaches:

– Approach 1: Based on U.S. NGNP method 

– Approach 2: Modifications to IAEA SSR 2/1

China     Germany  Indonesia    Japan   Kazakhstan  S. Korea    Ukraine        USA

http://www.abysse.co.jp/world/flag/nis/kazakhstan.html
http://www.abysse.co.jp/world/flag/america/america.html
http://www.abysse.co.jp/world/flag/asia/china.html
http://www.abysse.co.jp/world/flag/europe/germany.html
http://www.abysse.co.jp/world/flag/asia/korea.html
http://www.abysse.co.jp/world/flag/asia/indonesia.html
http://www.abysse.co.jp/world/flag/asia/japan.html
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IAEA CRP on HTGR Safety Design Criteria:
Approach 1:
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IAEA CRP on HTGR Safety Design Criteria:
Approach 2:

• Based on IAEA SSR 2/1 Revisions

• Design Extension Conditions (DEC) are considered (with hesitation)

– Severe accidents are categorically excluded from DEC class

» No mitigation measures against core melt

– All systems (safety or non-safety grade) can be relied on to reduce 

the risk of radioactivity release

• Requirement for containment

– Provisions for reactor building as vented low pressure confinement

» Structurally protects the reactor from external events/hazards

» Controlled ventilation during normal operation

» Directly release of puff to the environment during the first phase of a 

rapid depressurization accident

– Filtrated during the core heat-up phase


